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Philadelphia, PA (Newsworthy.ai) Tuesday Aug 15, 2023 @ 5:00 PM Eastern —

Deadlines to nominate teams and individuals for the HRO Today Association Awards are
approaching. The deadline to submit nominations is October 3, 2023 for all three regions
that the awards serve – North America, APAC and EMEA.

The HRO Today Association Awards is an annual recognition program that exemplifies the
essential work that human resources professionals do every day and provides people, teams,
partners, and companies an opportunity to share best practices and successes so colleagues
and the industry can benefit from their experience.

“The 2023 HRO Today Association Awards are a testament to the remarkable contributions
and impact of HR professionals worldwide.”, said Zachary Misko, Global Executive Director
Emeritus for the HRO Today Association. “These awards not only recognize excellence but
also highlight the transformative power of HR in driving organizational success and shaping
the future of work. Nominate the individuals and teams who are making a difference and let
their stories inspire us all.”

Our 2023 Association Award categories are:

TEAM AWARD CATEGORIES 

Best In Class: Candidate Experience
Best in Class: Employee Experience
Best in Class: HR Technology
Best in Class: Innovation (non-technical)
Business Partnership Excellence
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Excellence
Recruitment Team of the Year
HR Team of the Year

INDIVIDUAL AWARD CATEGORIES

HR Excellence Award
HR Leadership Award
Member Leadership Award

Once nominations have been received, the HRO Today Association Awards Judging Panel
will determine who is qualified to become a Finalist. From that group, the Panel will make
their selections for Winners within each category based on several key criteria including,
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but not limited to business relevance, overall employee effectiveness, innovation, impact on
customers/industry, quality of nomination, and the ability to provide specific and
measurable outcomes, results, and/or data.

You do not need to be a member of the HRO Today Association to nominate a team or
individual for an award. Nominations submitted with incomplete or missing information in
any of the required fields will not be eligible for consideration.

This press release is distributed by the Newsworthy.ai™ Press Release Newswire – News
Marketing Platform™. Reference URL for this press release is here.
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